Spain, second-largest destination for Latin American investment

IBM to open a centre of excellence in Spain

Ikea to set up one of its digital offices in Madrid

Seat will produce in Spain its electric car

Nokian Tyres prepares for opening in Toledo

Data centres choose Spain

Albo to build new plant in Vigo
Deloitte will serve from Spain to Western Europe, the Middle East and Central Africa

Ryanair expands its maintenance centre in Seville

Blackpol will grow and advise European companies in their establishment in Spain

See more news

See success stories

Events

ANGLONORDIC LIFE SCIENCE CONFERENCE
Online
05/25/2021 - 05/26/2021
Read more

Webinar
Online
Madrid Platform
05/10/2021- 05/12/2021
Read more

Webinar
Online
Aerospace & Defense Meetings Sevilla
05/26/2021- 05/27/2021
Read more

See all events
The Spanish Government promotes the audiovisual sector to make it a leader in Europe

13/04/2021

Find out State aid and incentives in Spain

Read more

Spain, your partner in Europe
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